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Include a Design Center Package for the Web site. Note that for each Design Package, you can choose to bill your client for the package cost, or include the package cost in the Web Site Setup Cost (as an incentive).
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Include a Design Center Custom Logo Design for the Web site.
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Enter how many sets of 10 Design Center Product Catalog Items (without Data Entry) to include for the Web site.
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Enter how many sets of 10 Design Center Product Catalog Items with Data Entry to include for the Web site.
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Enter the number of Design Center Additional Custom Page Designs to include for the Web site. Price is US$ 199.00 per Additional Page.
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ONE TIME COSTS:
Include a Premium Responsive Design for the Web site. Each of these designs have at least 10 rich, compelling content pages, and important business process streamlining features like appointment and reservation scheduling forms are also included.
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Professional services to ensure your business ranks high on search engines like Google and Yahoo when a consumer is looking for a specific product or service. The Local Organic SEO option provides results for your local area, and the Regional Organic SEO option provides a wider regional reach.
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Professional service that crafts high-quality text content for your Web site based on information about your business. This service provides text content that will engage new and existing customers, and also attract the interest of search engines like Google and Yahoo.
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The initial setup cost for a Web site purchase. You can also choose to include Design Center Package in Web site Setup.
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The initial setup cost for Morse Connect. Only available for United States Market.
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Transfer your domain from other registrars to maWebCenters.
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MONTHLY RECURRING COSTS:
For a Web site purchase, you must select one of these Monthly Service Options:1. Monthly Maintenance and Management Package: a monthly charge which includes hosting, email, unlimited phone and chat support, ability to edit your website, use of marketing tools and unlimited upgrades to the platform.2. Managed Monthly Membership: includes everything that comes with the Monthly Maintenance and Management Package plus up to 10 hours per month of editing and content management. Also includes a free Premium Responsive Design every year.3. Basic Maintenance and Management Package: includes everything that comes with the Monthly Maintenance and Management Package, except for Customer Manager, eCommerce and phone support.
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Professional services for businesses who wish to enhance their Internet marketing efforts using Google AdWords. Our specialists will guide you through the AdWords process, taking care of subjects like account creation, campaigns, budgets, networks, mobile device targeting, geographical targeting and much more.
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Professional services that include a monthly scan of the online world for negative reviews, clear reporting of activity on consumer review sites that could affect your revenue, and supression campaigns to enhance the reputation of your business.
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Professional services to create profiles on the social media sites of your choice (such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest), post written and image-driven content each week, and respond to comments or questions that might arise on these highly viewed services.
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Professional services to adapt the content from your Web site into effective advertisements on the Facebook platform. Includes discussion of your target market demographics and the geographic area you wish to reach, Facebook Ad campaign planning and kick off, and a monthly consultation and report detailing exactly where your hard earned marketing dollars are going.
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Morse Connect Service Level. Only available in the United States Market.
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Campaign management service for your Morse Connect service. Only available in the United States market.
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OTHER RECURRING COSTS:
Annual WordPress.org hosting cost.
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Available Generic Top-Level Domains include ".com", ".net", ".org", ".info", ".biz" and ".us".
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